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The three-door MU was introduced in , followed in by the five-door version called Isuzu MU
Wizard , both of which stopped production in to be replaced by a second generation. This time,
the five-door version dropped the "MU" prefix, to become the Isuzu Wizard. The acronym "MU"
is short for "Mysterious Utility". Isuzu manufactured several variations to the MU and its
derivates for sale in other countries. Based on the Isuzu Faster TF pickup truck of , both the
three- and five-door models shared bodywork and most internal components from the front
doors forward. Japanese sales were limited by the fact that the exterior width dimensions were
not in compliance with Japanese Government dimension regulations , and the engine
displacement obligated Japanese drivers for higher levels of annual road tax. Between and ,
Honda retailed three-door versions of the MU under the name Honda Jazz for the Japanese
market under a model sharing arrangement that resulted in several Isuzu models being badged
Honda and vice versa. Sales of the three-door began in the United States during the second
quarter of under the Isuzu Amigo name. The transmission was initially manual only. There were
very limited options for the early Amigo including air conditioning, seating for two or four, and
two trim levels to choose from, S or XS. Some of the model year changes throughout
production included: small cosmetic alterations for , the standardization of the 2. No major
changes were made for , but for , a high mount rear stop light was added, power steering and
mirrors were made standard. The Amigo was dropped by Isuzu in the US market in A limited
number of XS-F editions with the "F" standing for "Frontera" were produced which had
additional options such as power windows and locking, four-wheel anti-lock brakes ABS
inactive in low-range 4WD mode, only active on the rear wheels in 4WD high-range. This version
of the Amigo had only state emissions reasons unknown and there are no official sales
numbers, although most dealers agree there were fewer than 75 sold. The only badging that
shows this model is a sport blue XS symbol with a sport-font "F" beside it also sport blue. Isuzu
introduced the five-door Isuzu Rodeo to the United States in for the model year. It was available
with either a 2. An automatic transmission was available for the V6. A RWD manual
transmission model with a The vehicle's lug wrench was stored under the seat bottom,
concealed by a carpeted Velcro flap. The jack was located behind a plastic panel in the rear left
of the cargo area along with the rear windshield washer fluid reservoir if equipped. The LS was
available with privacy glass, velour upholstery, and split-folding rear seats. A secret locking
compartment was fitted in the depths of the center console below a removable cassette storage
bin. For the model year, Isuzu replaced the GM V6 engine with their own 3. Manually locking
hubs were eliminated, but the floor-mounted transfer case shifter remained. The Rodeo featured
a recalibrated suspension system, softened spring rates and softened shock valving. Also for ,
a Family II 2. The "V6" badge on V6 models was moved behind the front wheels. Midway
through , the Rodeo received an updated dashboard and steering wheel, both of which added
airbags. For Isuzu increased the power of their 3. Isuzu sold 24, Rodeos in and 45, Rodeos in In
the s the plant had come under joint control between Isuzu and General Motors, with the
Frontera being built alongside a number of other commercial vehicle models. The Australian
and New Zealand version of the model range was known as the Holden Frontera and these were
also produced at the Luton facility. The Frontera was Vauxhall's answer to the growing demand
for 4X4 vehicles in Europe - particularly the right-hand drive British market - during the s, where
Japanese imported products from Daihatsu , Mitsubishi , Nissan , Suzuki and Toyota had
proven hugely successful, not to mention the success of the long-running British Land Rover
and Range Rover. Despite the vast and growing competition in the 4X4 market, the Frontera
sold well throughout Europe. The early cars to had a choice of engines, with the LWB available
with either a 2. The Frontera sport Isuzu Amigo was available with the 2. In , the model went
through a facelift and the Frontera received rear coil springs and a new line up of engines. The
SWB gained a new 2. The LWB also had new engines, with the 2. In the â€” models interior trim,
including the dashboard, was changed, and a new 2. A redesign took place in , and the Frontera
was produced in Britain for a total of 13 years until it was finally discontinued in Petrol models
featured the 6VD1 V6 engine. The earlier 2. It featured a 4-cylinder turbo charged watercooled
in-line direct injection and also a high revving high output diesel engine with its VE rotary
injection pump. These models were more sought after due to its reliability status compared to
its similar 4 cylinder 8 OHV brother the 4JG2-t. The later 3. The 4JG2 is an indirect injection
engine and was upgraded from mechanical injection to electronically controlled mechanical
injection. While the Landwind looks like the Rodeo it is not an Isuzu vehicle. The Cameo using a
2. The transmission was 5-speed manual with rear wheel drive only. The equipment is the same
as in the TF and the only body style available is a five-door wagon. In , Isuzu Thailand decided
to have a major change for Cameo and gave it new name Vega, equipped with four-wheel drive
only. It was introduced with 2. In addition, it connected with a choice of 5-speed manual and
"Technomatics" 4-speed automatic controlled by the TCM system Transmission Control

Module. The driver can manually choose style of driving by "Normal mode" and "Power mode".
North American and European sales began shortly thereafter. In , Isuzu added the optional 3.
The Amigo made a comeback in the US for after a three-year hiatus with the second generation
model alongside the redesigned Rodeo. The Amigo was originally only available only as a soft
top with a five-speed transmission. Standard rear-mounted spare tire, ABS, and removable
sunroof rounded out the feature set. Fender flares and special inch wheels were available on the
V6 and 4WD models. The Rodeo could also be optioned with a rear-mounted spare tire and its
own inch wheels on higher trim packages. A new 2. From a technical perspective, the Rodeo
and Amigo were built with a rigid frame that has eight crossmembers. Front suspension has
independent lower and upper arms, with a solid rear axle. The Rodeo and Amigo 4WD models
came with a modified Dana 44 rear axle and push-button four-wheel drive. They also had a
traditional floor mounted lever for switching from high- to low-range. Underneath, both vehicles
came with protective skid plates as a standard feature. In October , the U. Vehicles with more
severe corrosion would have a reinforcement bracket installed. In some cases, corrosion was
so severe that repairs could not be made, resulting in Isuzu and Honda purchasing vehicles
from the owners. The final MU rolled of the assembly line on June 5, However, with the closure
of the Vauxhall Luton plant the decision to move was reversed. In the new model series was
introduced with a choice of 2. Further modifications were carried out on the diesel engine post,
with the final version to be fitted in the marque being the 2. This model met the Euro 3
Emissions standard. This time, both three- and five-door bodies were offeredâ€”now produced
in the US. Although the Frontera Sport came in just one specification, the five-door wagon
offered base, S and SE trims. Holden facelifted the model in with a revised front grille and front
bumper, reshaped headlamps and new taillamp lenses. In late , a second upgrade arrived,
bringing reductions in engine noise, the fitment of an electronic throttle, a change to the SE
model's ABS calibration to bring improvements to dirt road performance, and several interior
upgrades. Holden discontinued the Frontera Sport in June The five-door wagon continued until ,
with enough production stockpiled to last until mid, but it was ultimately semi-replaced with the
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components are perfect for those who want ride quality over 'show' quality. Why drive just
another little SUV when you can make your Isuzu a capable offroad vehicle as well as
attention-grabbing head turner! Old Man Emu lifts are listed below. Some folks might ask why
OME suspensions are not available in taller lifts? OME's philosophy is quality and sensibility
without complications. OME sizes their lifts such that there are no problems or modifications
required to steering, braking, or drivetrain. Any taller and these items do become an issue. For
most people, the extra inch or so isn't worth all the headache and cost necessary. Do it right the
first time with OME! Rocky Road will always be committed to bringing you the best products
and service. Contact us with your best deal, and we'll try and beat it so you can be confident in
dealing with a premier ARB facility! Rocky Road's Swayaway torsion bars are a

high-performance direct replacement for your stock bars, available in a wide range of diameters
to allow you to choose the right spring rate for your application. These torsion bars are made
with heat-treated aircraft grade alloy steel and centerless ground for vastly improved durability
and consistent spring rate. These bars are available as a solid or hollow bar, the difference
between the two being strictly weight. There is a misconception that hollow bars respond faster
than solid bars. There is no difference other than weight. In fact, we size the minor diameter of
the bar so that it has the same spring rate as a solid bar. If you want to save weight, buy tubular.
Manufactured from solid alloy steel Heat treated for increased strength Centerless ground for
consistent outside diameter and rate Powder coated to resist corrosion. Or pick up the OME lift
torsion bars. Rodeo and Amigo Suspension lift kit questions Does your vehicle's rear end sag
when you hook on your boat, trailer or van? Do you need more ground clearance off road? Is
your on road ride bouncy, harsh or uncomfortable? Has the addition of a winch reduced your
front end ride height? Does your vehicle pitch or buck crossing rail tracks or uneven bitumen?
Have you ever lost traction off road? Does your vehicle sag when it's loaded up with work
tools? Do your shocks need replacing? Do your bushings squeak? Can your vehicle cope with
all the gear required for a long trip? Is your suspension tired? Are you concerned about the
sway or body roll your vehicle exhibits when cornering? Does your vehicle get hung up on
uneven, off road surfaces? Along with the kangaroo the emu makes up the Australian coat of
arms. Because of their sheer mass emus can't fly, but have you ever seen an emu run? The
massive strength in their legs allows them to move over all types of terrain with the greatest of
ease, yet their bodies remain virtually motionless, their legs taking the majority of the terrain's
impact. Vehicle suspension, especially that fitted to 4WDs, is complex to say the least. So many
factors go towards determining the right solution, and no one "fix" is the answer to all vehicle
models. Old Man Emu is unique. From humble beginnings in the tough world of off road racing
in Australia, to now being respected world wide, OME takes a unique approach to the design,
development, testing and support of our product range. Many of our customers love toughing it
off road, and this can vary from endless hours, even days, of flat, yet corrugated dirt roads to
serious, deeply rutted, rock strewn off road tracks. At the other end of the spectrum there are
the four wheel drive owners who have no intention of tackling anything remotely off road.
Instead, they're looking for dramatically increased ride comfort on the bitumen or to give them
access to their weekend property or their favorite, out of the way fishing spot. Weight - The
Critical Factor Full load or empty, the critical factor that determines the correct suspension
solution for your vehicle is weight. The amount of weight carried varies from vehicles with few
accessories and which are only used for day to day commuting, to the other extreme of fully set
up vehicles for work, touring or towing carrying a full fuel load, water, food, camping equipment
and tools. Complete integration of our components is what sets Old Man Emu apart from the
rest. OME is not just a collection of parts sourced from a variety of plants around the world.
Whilst we scour the world for the best suspension technology, we offer a tuned and matched,
integrated set of suspension components that are designed by ARB and manufactured in
Australia, with an unrelenting, no compromise approach. These trials and modifications can
take weeks of testing in order to ensure the best possible combination for each application.
This results in a range of shocks to suit standard OE springs and a further range of complete
OME shock absorber and spring packages. There are kits for light, medium or heavy loads, kits
that won't increase ride height and kits that give maximum lift. There are systems for heavily
weighted rears but no load up front and systems that are made to handle the exact opposite.
And within each kit each component is designed and developed to work in complete harmony
with other matching components. Rocky Road Outfitters can supply the right combination of
components to cater to your needs with a result you wouldn't think possible. But all the bucks
was money well spent. If we knew the difference this OME upgrade would make to the truck
we'd have driven it straight from the dealer to OME. This comment, taken from the internet, from
a Toyota Landcruiser 80 series owner, is typical of the benefits enjoyed by customers of Old
Man Emu all around the world. Superb, on road, ride comfort. Safer, more controlled handling.
Increased levels of ride height to suit individual requirements. Substantially improved ground
clearance for excellent off road traction. Elimination of rear end sag - for those owners who tow
or carry a lot of weight. Only OME can offer all these benefits by providing the only, fully
integrated suspension system for your four wheel drive. What does all of this mean for you?
You will appreciate the work we do every time you drive your vehicle. You will love the way the
vehicle eats up the bumps, and steers around corners. You will marvel at how the wheels stay in
touch with rock strewn and rutted tracks that you winched up the last time. You will relax when
you pull out of the driveway with the boat, trailer or van behind you. Every other challenge you
throw at your new suspension will remind you of how well we do our work. Online Support. If
you find a lower price on Old Man Emu components, we won't just meet it It looks like you're

new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. December in Isuzu. When you turn the key to "ON" the dash lights
and four way flashers start blinking with an audible clicking from the left side of the dash, and
will blink fifteen times then quit. If you continue to start, and the engine does start, the lights will
do the same and quit. The truck drives fine after that. I found the source of the clicking, a black
box what else? This box has a lot of wires going to it but I can't find it in any book or Internet
source. I have the one-wire diagnostic link, the orange one and do not have any codes. Could
this be an error code. Thanks, David. October November I also had a similiar problem with the
brake lights. I went to an auto zone and tried different brands of bulbs and after cleaning around
the socket areas where the bulb goes in on the brake lights, all was fine. Did you ever have the
above title problem with the rear turn signal. Is there a turn relay switch?? December I just
recently have the same problem with a 95 subaru impreza wagon. Wondering if you figured it
out and let me know. Im thinking it might be in the switch. January Wifes ride, Never
encountered this one. Left turn signal not working if head lights on, when working the dash
lights will flash as relay cycles. Right turn works fine. Dash lights quit working replaced fuse
now have this problem. Seems issuse started on a very wet snowy day. Is this a cluster problem
or a flaher relay problem? Where to start? Thanks guys. Rodeo has miles on it. May I have a '92
Rodeo with K on the clock and last week the Rr. Anti-lock light came on. The red brake light is
also on even with the E-brake disengaged. There is a low whine coming from the rear end that
increases with speed and a rapping sound, similar to the noise a U-joint would make. I have
visually inspected everything and before I tear into it, I'd like some advice as to what it might be
and weather, given its age, it's worth doing. Any assistance is greatly appreciated. July I have a
'97 rodeo with a similar issue. One day I heard a very bad squealing whenever I applied the
brakes. Then it went away. I've been looking around and one possibility is the rear bearrings
assembly. I would also check out your rear brake shoes to make sure they're in good order.
Edit: There are two sensors to check as well, to make sure of clean contacts or possible
replacement. One is the rear speed sensor. The other is the rear ABS sensor location on top of
the rear differential. Make sure the contacts are clean and find out the resistance values that
should be read and you can find out if they are any good by using a plain multi-meter. Another
option is to go to a repair shop to get the codes diagnosed but that would cost a little more
money. I just went through this with my son's Rodeo. It sounds like the sensor has broken and
is hitting the pick-up in the differential. This could be a major problem if not corrected quickly
as it may get into the gears and cause further damage. Depending on which electrical system
you have there is a way to find the diagnostic code for this, I highly recommend buying a good
book. A code "9" for high resistance or code "10" for low resistance should come up for the rear
ABS sensor. The sensor is not hard to change, but is hard to find the new part. One bolt holds it
in, it may be hard to pull out as it may have a vacuum on it, but it will come out. Once you have
it out, if it's not visibly damaged, you can test it with a volt-ohm meter. It should read between
ohms resistance on the meter. Anything other than that and it is bad. Once you replace it, crank
the vehicle up and shut it down the code should clear. I hope this helps, David. Can anyone tell
me if they have a problem with their dash lights going out? Every other light on the dash works
except for the main lights that light it up so that you can see the speedometer etc February OK
94 rodeo 4x4 3. My head lights dont work and my front wipers. I dont think it is the fuses or
bulbs. The dash has been unscrewed by previous owner i just bought it. I noticed that if I push
hard on the fog light switch and move it around i can get them to come on. The headlight switch
I have to push it in and physically pull it out. First night it worked and now nothing. Theres
another button there that dosent move at all. The wiper buttons pushes in and out, but they dont
work. Do I need a new dash? Thanks in advance. I have a Rodeo and my dash lights,
temperature control, heat, ac controls, etc go out all the time. I usually give it one good punch
and they work for a while, but only on one side, the ac, heat, defrost selector side, the
temperature indicator never comes on. Hello, I'm new to the forum and could use some help. I
am semi handy with a wrench and would like to try to figure out what the problem is myself
before taking it into a transmission shop and paying big bucks. When I bought the truck it had
just had the transmission replaced with one from a junkyard. The previous owner said it was
stuck in second gear so he had it replaced. I'm not sure if the problem existed before the tranny
swap. All I know is that now no matter what gear I'm in the backup reverse light stays lit on the
passengers side tail lamp. I've tried changing the tail lamp. My previous truck was a 95 Passport
so I had an extra set around. Do you think that the transmission shop that they guy had replace
the transmission hooked up a wire incorrectly? Is there another cause that anyone can think of
for this? First thought off the top of my head was that the wiring bundle going to that tail light
might be grounded out somewhere down the body. Finding a grounded out wire can be a

nightmare though and would like to start with the easiest to fix ideas first. Thanks for any advice
in advance. I have the service manual for a so this may or may not help.. It should turn both
lights on, so I'm thinking either it's stuck on and the drivers light is out, or like you said, that
bulb is grounded. Each of those back-up bulbs share a ground with their respective turn signal,
so If by turning on the blinker and something changes, that may get you closer. Hope that
helps. I hadn't thought about it till I went on a road trip today. The "upshift" light comes on even
in fifth gear. As I was saying I've had Rodeo's and Passports in the past, I don't remember the
upshift light coming on in top gear. I could be incorrect about this as the past can be fuzzy
some days The upshift light being on in fifth is another reason I think there could possibly be a
problem with how the wires were hooked up when the transmission was replaced. Anyone else
have this issue? March Not sure how the upshift light gets it's signal. What did you find out
about the light? I have the same dash light and tail were not light up. Find out the fuse has been
burned, put the new fuse in it's burned too. Don't know what wrong. Any one has idea? I can
help you narrow down the problem a little more if you can tell me 2 things, what fuse burnt out
and when you say tail light, are you talking brake light or which one? Also, do you have a 4 or 6
cyl engine? I ask these quesitons because I have some schematics of a , knowing those
answers will help figure out what lines to trace. My Rodeo 6 cyl, tail light what I mean are when i
turn on the head light the tail light won't light, brake light is OK. Where the relay is I'm not sure,
but I hope this helps anyway. April I have a 97' Isuzu Rodeo 2WD with the 3. Recently the
speedometer quit working and the abs light came on. The common consensus was to replace
the vss sensor on the rear differential. I have installed a new sensor and this did not correct the
problem. The hand held diagnostic gives a code for low voltage from the sensor. I would
appreciate any suggestions on what to try next. I have a 96 Isuzu rodeo with manual transition.
About a week ago I noticed that my reverse light was coming on when I was in 1st and 2nd but
would not come on when I was in reverse. Can someone tell me if this is the switch or if it could
be something the mechanic did or something else? If it is infect the switch, where would it be
located? I have the same problem and i took it to a dealer. Do i need special equipment to
change it or something? There was a recall for the anti-lock braking system early on. Maybe you
can get this addressed under the recall notice. Check the marker lights in the front, I had the
same problem and it was one of them that was shorted out. September My left drivers side turn
signal flashes normal and works OK however when I turn on my right passenger side turn
signal I can hear it flash about times as fast but no lights front or rear flash at all and neither
does the indicator light in my dashboard. I have replaced all of the bulbs both front and rear and
also the flasher however the problem persists. Can anyone give me an idea on what to check
next? I've replaced all fuses also just to be sure. Any help will be appreciated. Thx in advance.
Please help! Hopefully we will both get the help we need to steer us in the right direction to
correct this problem. Thanks for your reply!! I have a Rodeo LS V6 3. Brake lights, parking, and
headlights all work normally but still no right turn signal. Please can anyone out there help me
with this problem? Thanks for your replies and help in advance. That happens when either your
bulb is burnt out or the flasher has a faulty component capacitor. You can try replacing one or
the other or both. Thanks for your reply. I suppose I could have gotten a bad flasher from the
parts store. Yesterday evening I swapped all of the bulbs from the not working passenger side
with those from the working drivers side. I'll get another flasher from a different parts store and
try that and keep this forum apprised. Again thanks! Please if you or anyone else out there has
anymore ideas concerning this problem your replies are most welcome. I got a new flasher
today. I'll put it in this evening when it cools off. The online manual states it's located on the
drivers side above the kick panel. Since I did not install the other new one I'm not sure if this is
the correct location. If anyone knows where exactly it it this would be a big help and greatly
appreciated. I've replaced the flasher and again replaced all of the bulbs on the passenger right
side of my Isuzu Rodeo LS 3. V6 and still no change. My passenger side turn signal still seems
to flash x faster than normal and doesn't work at all while my drivers side flashes normal and
works fine. Also, I notice the indicator light bulb in the dashboard for the passenger side seems
not to be working which is a bulb checked manual. If this dashboard indicator bulb is burned
out could it be causing my problem? Please any insight on this will be graciously appreciated.
I'm having a similar problem, Except all my signals have now quit. The hazards still work, but
the turn signals are dead. I swapped the bulbs out and no change So anyone willing to toss a
confused guy a bone? How do I know this? I have a 92 rodeo with a 3. I try to rig it to make it
work and it only works for a week or so I think its like from NAPA Thanks a million!! I'll post
once I've had a chance to check this out-hopefully later today weather and my health permitting.
Hi- I have a Rodeo and had the same problem with the turn signal not working and making a
buzzing noise. I knew the switch was located somewhere in the steering wheel column but I
didn't want to remove the steering wheel so I squirted in the opening by the turn signal. It took a

few times but it worked. The spray should be at most electrical parts stores. So there have been
several issues with my 4WD Isuzu Rodeo over the past couple days. I noticed it on Friday when
I was driving home from work. The battery and break light were both on when I started to drive
out of the parking garage. Before I was halfway home they both went out. The same thing
happened on Sunday Today I noticed the same light problem but they dimmed and started to
flicker rather then go out completely. Also, there seemed to be something up with the
transmission. It worked fine in reverse, but as soon as i put it in drive it was hesitant. When I
was started to go from a stop at a light, it started to go okay and then it felt like someone put the
brakes on briefly, and then it released. I got home and parked it in the driveway. My roommate
had to move it to go to the gym, and he mentioned the same thing about drive not feeling right. I
went outside about 30 min ago to move it back into the driveway because we are suppose to get
another big snow storm tonight I put on the flashers and all the lights on the dashboard started
to blink with the flashers. It sounded like it was running real rough as I pulled into the driveway.
I turned it off, but then realized I should look under the hood with it running and tried to start it
The first thing I tried was to check the battery. With the car off, it has I then checked all the
fuses and they all seemed okay. I can't tell about the relays. I am thinking may be some sort of
electrical problem causing all the light and the transmission issues. Now that it wont start I
don't know what to do. Hi guys, first time poster. I have a 93 rodeo. It was obviously 4wheel
drive at one point in its life. It lacks a front differential, but it still has the 4wd shift nob inside
and when i shift into 4hi or 4 low It feels like its trying to engage. How can I tell if its just gonna
take a new front end or if I would have to completely replace the entire transmission to make it 4
wheel drive once again. Sorry if this is an obvious question I am not a car guy but I'm trying to
become one. I have checked all 4 ambers and they all work when I turn my lights on. However,
my turn signals nor the hazards work. Has anyone else experienced this? I've checked fuses
and relays and they are fine. I actually even replaced them. I have a 96 Rodeo which has been
sitting in my driveway for over a year, but still runs. However, the rear, backup lights turn on
when I shift into 1st or 2nd gear and does not turn on when shift into reverse. I think it may be
the battery, but my batter is only 2 years old. Curious if you found the answer. Thanks Tracy.
Many auto parts stores will test both for free. I would jump start it and take to to a place that will
test the battery and alt. Turned out that the previous owner had bent it and took it off. A new
drive shaft was all it needed. Check the CV-Joint boots for cracks and install a drive shaft. You
can probably get one from a salvage yard pretty cheap. It will either work or not. SUV has been
virtually problem free for K miles 7 years. It has had all regular maintenance performed, esp.
After a lot of water was dumped on hood of car, don't ask, but engine was cold , the engine
would crank but not start. I believe that this is normal, key should go back after ignition. Fuel
Pump is ok. Local mechanic is looking at computer run ignition system but after two days still
has no idea what is wrong. Any ideas? Remember this Rodeo has been better than great until
now. August Hi Ibren2: At this time, i am having the same problem in my Rodeo with the battery
and brake light going on for a while and then in a short drive both went out in 5 or more
diferents ocassions. Please tell me how you solved your problem to see if i can solve mine.
Someone said it might be a sensor, but which one? Any ideas. I can find the two on the outside
but am having trouble finding the others. My question is how do i access the bulb. I have a
Isuzu Rodeo and recently the parking lights started staying on when the alarm was set. This
happened last week. Now the parking lots are just staying on whether I set the alarm or not Can
anyone offer some help? Thanks, Brian. A while ago I had to get the clutch replaced in my
Rodeo V After the work was done I noticed that the up-shift light stayed on when I was in 5th
gear not right. After years of driving this vehicle I was accustumed to the light and somethimes
relied on it to remind me to up-shift to 5th gear hard to explain. So now I was always thinking
that I needed to up-shift. I took it back several times to have this corrected, but they were never
able to get it right. They said they had called other garages and even the dealership, but were
unable to make it work like it was supposed to. I was sort of satisfied. Later I discovered that,
along with the indicator light, they had disabled the cruise-control. I would really like to find out
how to fix both of these issues. I really don't want to take it back to those guys and I am sure
they don't want to see me, so I hope this is something that I can repair myself. I am pretty good
with this sort of thing, but I know nothing about cruise-control or the other. Happening with my
99 Rodeo and I switched out the alarm module. It is a relay and is combined with the intermittent
wipers front and back. Switch it out and should be fine. My problem is it started doing it again
after a few days after swapping it out but I think my problem is a bit different. It is called Control
Unit Alarm and part number is Two wire harnesses plugged to it and two screws and a rear clip
holding it. Hard to get to if you have large hands like I do. But I got it after a while. Sign In or
Register to comment. Please help I need to know in what sequence the blue, yellow and green
wires must sit into the female plug of my , 3,0L D- teq,The teminals pulled out of the female plug

by accident when I remove the starter. A flash code repeats. I cannot find this vehicle on the
Internet so can you suggest what this code means please? Buenas noches, tengo un isuzu
rodeo motor 2. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how
your comment data is processed. Skip to content. If only one diagnostic trouble code is stored,
the DTC will repeat continuously until test leads are disconnected. If more than one diagnostic
trouble code is stored, each DTC will repeat three times, starting with the lowest, then proceed
to the next DTC. Locate diagnostic leads. Connect diagnostic terminal leads together. Each
code is repeated three times before the next code sequence is displayed. The trouble codes will
be repeated as long as the diagnostic terminals are connected and the ignition is on. Remove
fuse No. Two terminals A and C of this connector are used to activate the diagnostic trouble
code system in the ECM. With the ignition switch turned On, engine Off, connect a jumper wire
between terminals A and C. There will be a longer pause and a code 12 will repeat two more
times. This code indicates the self-diagnostic system is operating. The cycle will then repeat
until the engine is started or the ignition is switched Off. Remove jumper wire from ALDL
connector before starting engine. Reconnect jumper wire after engine is running. A built-in, self
diagnostic system will identify problems in the throttle body fuel injection system. When the
engine is started, the Check Engine light should turn off.. If the light remains lit, the self
diagnostic has detected a p
vw golf fuel pump relay location
mercedes s43
honda accord 96 ex
roblem. Each DTC will flash three times lowest to highest. On Trooper models to , the single
wire diagnostic connectors are located under the center console. On Trooper models the data
link connector is located behind the lower front of the instrument panel. On all models, turn the
ignition switch to the On position. Using a jumper wire, connect this terminal to ground. If a
trouble code exist the lowest number DTC will flash first. Each DTC will flash three times. After a
fault has been corrected, remove the ECM fuse or disconnect battery cables for 10 seconds.
Disconnecting the battery ground cable for 30 seconds or longer will clear all stored trouble
codes from the ECM. Trouble Codes Isuzu Check engine light trouble codes. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Entering Diagnostic Mode 1 Turn ignition
on. Isuzu Check engine light trouble codes. Amigo 2. Amigo 3. Ascender 4. Ascender 5. Axiom
3. Hombre 2. Hombre 4. Rodeo 2. Rodeo 3. Stylus 1. Trooper 3.

